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The materials that will follow in this documentare supposed to help the trainers
to guidevisitors on the path. The materials are divided into several parts suitable
for each of the stations individually.

Get involved in the topic of the station by a story

The goal of this part is to get the visitors involved in the topic set by each station.
This will be done by a short story, that will have several sentences, which will
introducethe situation related to the topic.The story will be simple and will show
where a human right is being broken.A brainstormingconnected to the story will
follow. Visitors will try to figureout the topic,the contentand what is wrong in the
story. Any of the ideas given are great and can lead us to the right outcome.

The Box of HumanRights

The topic will be represented by objects. All of the objects will be in a box called
“The Box of Human Rights”,which will be created for each of the trainers and will
have identical content. W hen you open the box,you choose a smaller boxsuitable
for the current station. There you will find objects, that can help the visitors to
further understand the topic. The object can be 3D printed, laser cut, handmade
cards,printedcards etc. For the purposeof saving space and weight, the objectscan
be just printed pictures stored in envelopes. The trainer shows the objects to the
visitors and their task is to further identify the topic /human right connected to the
station.The trainer reveals the true answer at the end of this task.

Basic guidestructure
FOR TRAINERS
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Historical context /humanright

W hen the visitors are familiar with the topic/humanright.The trainer can ask them
if they have ever heard of anyone whose human right was broken.They can tell a
short story (even if it is not related as much to the topic,but the trainer can develop
the story even more). In the end, the trainer tells a story about a real case of
someone whose human right was broken. This will show the visitors the
importanceof humanrights.And will read what others thinkabout that (texts from
the writing workshop).

A short activity (game)

This part is suitable for the introduction. It gets the visitors moving, they will get
some experience and the principles can be further explained based on the game.
The games are set with almost norules,which means,that the visitorshave a better
ability to improvise. If physically disabled people are part of the group,
improvisation takes a bigger part. The goal is to get everyone involved, gain
experiencebased on a game and work with that in terms of the topic given.

An audioguidematerial

For someof the visitors, the informationin the audioguidemightbe toocomplicated
or they might not understand it properly. In that case, it is necessary to ask basic
questions to determine the level of understandingand to have the option to further
explain the topic.

Texts fromthe writing workshops

These texts give a unique view of the topic.Visitors can read the samples, see the
examples and write their own suggestions and ideas accordingly after the whole
path. They can reflect on new informationthey received and share their view.
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End of the path

At the end of the path, at the last station, to conclude, the trainer asks the visitors
about their feelings, personal relations to the topics,what do they think is the most
important right for them (or all of them?). And he starts a discussiononhow to keep
everyone safe fromtheir humanrights beingbroken.Again, all of the ideas are great
and if they do not fit, the trainer can further develop them to make them suitable.

All of the stages are interchangeable. You can start with the box of human rights
and if the visitors already understand the topic,you can skipto the final reflection or
discussion questions. Keep in mind – the goal is not to go through all of the parts,
the goal is to let the visitors know about human rights, their principles, their
importance and their link to history. Some of the stations contain only some of the
parts.
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Get into the topicof HUMAN RIGHTS

Use a list of human rights and briefly introduce it to the visitors. Introduction
questions follow – W hat do you think human rights are? Have you ever heard of
them? Can you name at least one of humanrights and its content?

Carry The Most HumanRights

Visitors will be divided into three groups(accordingto the number– two groupsare
also possible). One groupreceives a basket, the secondgroupa spoonand the third
receives nothing.

Make space for running approximately 10 – 20m long (according to the age and
physical conditionof the participants).Put a bowl with plastic balls (50 pcs) on one
end and the participants on the other. Their goal is to have as many balls in their
team (in the starting position,inhands etc.) as possible accordingto the groupsthey
made when the game ends. Tell them about their task and give them 5 minutes to
thinkabout the strategy.Then start the game – the time limit is set to 3 – 5 minutes.
Make 2 – 3 roundsof the game.

Only one person at a time fromeach
groupcan carry the balls (in hands,

basket, spoon…).But others can carry
the person etc. 2 – 3 rounds of the

game.

The goal of this game is to makethe
visitors cooperate, improvise, and find
solutions to problems.They receive

distinct objects (basket, spoon, nothing)
so they feel the injustice,they donʼt have
the same conditions.But they have to do

the same task.

Rules

Inter-Spaces I, Intro
FROM THE TRAIN STATIONTO
THE MEMORIAL SITE
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After the gameends, they shoulddoa reflection onthe activity.Questions like:How
didyou feel when your team received the object incomparisonto other teams? How
did it go? W hat was the most difficult? How important cooperationwas duringthis
task? Possibilities of completing the task were endless, which ones did you use?
W ho was the leader and why?

Text linked to the topic

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood.

Everyone should find a link between the text and the game. They should get
familiar with the words LIBERTY, EQUALITY, FRATERNITY – if not, further explain
the terms to them. This should lead to a question: “How important are human
rights?”

Now all the visitors should know about the basic conceptof humanrights.

Audioguide (n. 0)

Now itʼs time to listen to the first part of the audioguide– the Intro.They will hear
questions that will be answered later as they continuethe path.They should write
them down and prepareanswers on their way.
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Audioguide (n. 1)

Listen to the audioguideand let the visitors tell things that are wrong in the audio
sample in relation to the humanrights.
Questions: W hat about the children – how could they feel? W hichemotionscould
they have? W hat could they feel differently fromthe adults? W hat do children like
to do? Would you say that childrenhave the right to play or draw?

Link to the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Do you think children should have their specific human rights? - this question
should start the topicof the Conventionon the Rights of the Child.

Now it should be introduced to the visitors that the Convention exists and what
does it containand how is it different fromthe The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

The text about the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

All children are entitled to all rights, no matter where they live, where they come
from, whatever their skin color or religion, regardless of the language they speak,
whether they are a boy or a girl, whether they have a disability, and no matter
whether they are rich or poor.

Are you aware of the rightsof the child? W hy are they important?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 1
ARRIVAL ATMAUTHAUSEN
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A short story

Martina was eight and her parents were heavy drinkers. So she was sent to a
Catholic school to study. There the nuns were very cruel and dealt severe
punishments for the slightest misdemeanour.One they she was sent to the priest
as a punishment. It was only Martina and the priest in the room. Suddenly, he
started to undo his pants. Afterwards, he started to call her a naughty girl and
forced her to touchhis penis as penance.

Did he have the right to do this? W hich child right was violated? W hat possibilities
did Marina have in that case?

Human right article

All children have the right to protection from sexual abuse in all forms and
protection fromall formsof exploitation,which affect the best interests of the child
in any way.

Art. 34 and36 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

W hat new informationdid you get fromthis article?

Audioguide (n. 3)

W hich humanrights are violated in the audiosample? Think of slavery, politics etc.

Inter-SpacesI, Station 2
STONE INDUSTRY AND
WORKERSʻ MOVEMENT
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Whatʼs Similar andDifferent

The participants can be divided into groups and given two large pieces of paper
each - one for the Holocaust and one for today. On each piece of paper, they can
draw or write down words, phrases, or images that represent the time period.

After a set amountof time,the groupscan cometogether and share what they have
created. The guide can ask questions to guide the discussion, such as:

W hat are some similarities and differences between the two time periods? How
were people treatedduringthe Holocaust? How are people treated today? How has
the world changed since the Holocaust? W hat lessons have we learned from the
Holocaust, and how can we apply themto makethe world a better place today?

Through this activity, participants can learn about the atrocities committed during
the Holocaust and how it differs fromthe present day. They can also reflect on the
progress that has been made in promoting human rights and equality, while also
recognizing that there is still much work to be done to create a more just and
equitable world.

Text fromthe writing workshop

Questions for further feedback: W hat do human rights mean to you? Would your
life be different without them? W hat do you value the most in terms of human
rights?

Audioguide (n. 5)

Have you heard of Anna Pointner? W hy are we talkingabouther? Was she in
danger? W hy was hidingthe photosso important?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 3
THE POPULATIONBETWEEN
ADAPTATIONAND RESISTANCE
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A short story

Once upona time, in a small village, there lived a little birdnamed Sammy. Sammy
loved to fly and explore new places. One day, Sammy decided that he wanted to
see what was beyond the forest that surrounded his village. He flew over the
treetops and marvelled at the sight of the mountains in the distance. As he flew
closer to the mountains, he realized that there were other birds there too. They
looked different from him and spoke a different language, but Sammy was
fascinated by them nonetheless.

Sammy decided that he wanted to stay in the mountainsfora while and learn more
about these new birds.He told his family and friends about his plan, but they were
hesitant.They were worried aboutSammy's safety anddidn'twant himto leave the
safety of their village. Despite their concerns, Sammy was determined to go. He
explained to them that freedomof movementand emigrationmeant that he had the
right to travel and explore the world, and that he would come back once he had
learned all that he could.So Sammy flew off to the mountains,and over the course
of several weeks, he mademanynew friendsand learned about theirway of life.He
discovered that they had their own customs,music,and art. He also learned about
their struggles and the challenges they faced.

W hen Sammy returnedto his village, he told his family and friendsaboutall that he
had seen and experienced. They were amazed by his stories and proud of him for
following his dreams.They realized that freedomof movementand emigrationwas
not just a right, but also an opportunity to learn and grow.

Inter-SpacesI, Station 4
THE CONCENTRATIONCAMP AS
AN ECONOMIC FACTOR
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The Box of HumanRights

• Bird

• Airplane

• Open door

• Passport

Human right article

1.Everyone has the right to freedomof movementand residence within the borders
of each state.

2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including their own, and to return to
his country.

Art. 13: Freedom ofmovementand emigration

Would you like to moveoneday? Would you like to live ina differentcountry? W hat
if you could not?

Audioguide (n. 6)

Listen to the audioguideand try to answer this questionand give moredetail:

Was a concentrationcamp a place of business,too?
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A short story

Once upona time,there was a magical land where all the animals lived together in
harmony.They had a wise old owl who helped them make important decisions for
their community.But one day,a groupof animals cameto the owl and said that they
wanted to have a say in these decisions too. They wanted to vote! The owl was
surprised but delighted. She knew that everyone had the right to have a voice in
their community. So, she organized a vote where all the animals could cast their
ballots. The animals were so excitedto be a part of this process.They talked to each
other about what was important to them and listened to the ideas of others. They
learned about differentways of thinkingand foundcommongroundwith those who
had different opinions.

On the day of the vote, every animal lined up to cast their ballot. There were many
different candidates and proposals to choose from,but everyone was excited to be
a part of the process.W hen the votes were tallied, the results were announced.The
animals cheered as they learned who had won. They were proudof themselves for
making their voices heard and for being a part of the decision-makingprocess in
their community.

From then on, the animals in this magical land always had the right to vote. They
knew that it was important to have a say in the decisions that affected their lives.
And they also knew that it was their responsibility to listen to each other and work
together to create a better communityfor all.

Inter-SpacesI, Station 5
THE CONCENTRATIONCAMP
AND THE CIVIL AUTHORITIES
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The Box of HumanRights

• Voting tickets

• Raised hand

• Picture of parliament

Human right article

1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his or her country,
directly or throughfreely chosen representatives.

2. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his or her country.

Art. 21: General andequal rightto vote

W hat does the right to vote mean to you? If you donʼt have the right yet, what
power do you think it can give you?
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A short game

Have the participantsdraw or write down somethingthey feel strongly about,such
as their favorite food or activity, a problem they want to solve, or an opinion they
have.

Ask the participants to share what they drew or wrote with the rest of the group.
Encourage them to explain why they feel strongly about their topic and why it's
important to them.

After everyone has had a chance to share, have a group discussion about the
different opinions and ideas that were shared. Encourage everyone to listen
respectfully to each other's perspectives and to ask questions to gain a better
understanding.

Depending on the age and ability level of the participants, you could also modify
this activity in various ways, such as by having them create a poster or video about
their opinion, role-playing scenarios where they need to express their opinion, or
having a debate or discussionon a controversial topic.

Audioguide (n. 10)

At first, ask these questions:W hat do you think these objects are? W hat did it
serve for? W here did it comefrom? Then listen to the audioguideand makethe
participants find the questions there.

Human right article

All children have the right to express their opinionin all matters that concernthem.
This opinion must be taken into account according to the age and maturity of the
child.Art. 12 and13 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Inter-SpacesI, Station 6
CONCENTRATION CAMP
ARTEFACTS
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Text fromthe writing workshop

Read the text and answer this quesion:How would you feel if you could not go to
school, but your neighbour could?

A short story

Bella was born in a poor family of farmers. She spent her childhood helping her
parents on a field. Her passion was learning at school, every subject was her
favorite.But she had a bigdream,she wanted to becomea vet. Despite herdevotion
to learning and skills, her dream could not be ever fulfilled. Because of a farmerʼs
family origin,she could never study to be a vet and had to remain a farmer.

The Box of HumanRights

• A picture of a school

• A book /exercise book

• A pen

• Blackboard

Human right article

Every child has the right to education. Art. 28 of the Conventionon the Rights of
the Child

W hat does the right to educationmean to you? How would your life look like if you
were uneducated? Would you live a differentlife?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 7
LIVING ALONGSIDE THE SS
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Audioguide (n. 14)

Listen to the audioguideand try to findanswers to this question:
In which ways were humanrights violated in terms of the stone industry?

Text fromthe writing workshop

Read the text and answer this quesion:W hat dohumanrights mean to you? W here
do you encounter them?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 8
THE CITYOF VIENNA AND THE
MAUTHAUSEN STONE INDUSTRY
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Audioguide (n. 16)

W hy is it important to remember the Concentration camp Memorial?

A short story

John and Maria were close friends. One Saturday afternoon they decided to go out
and buy ice cream. They went to a sweet shop nearby and John asked for two
scoops of strawberry ice cream. There was no problem with that, but then Maria
wanted ice cream,too.She asked for two scoops of strawberry ice cream,however,
she was told that women can only get one scoop of ice cream and the only flavor
available forwomen was vanilla.

The Box of HumanRights

• Pictures of different ethnicities

• Latin /Chinese /Greek characters, etc.

• A pictureof man and a woman

Human right article

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind,such as ethnic group,colour,sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
Art. 28 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Have you ever dealt with discrimination?How would you fight discrimination?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 9
AN ENTIRELYNORMAL
COMMUNITY?
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A short game

Have the participants stand in a circle and explain that you will be leading a game
of "pass the ball." The ball can be any soft, lightweight object that can be easily
passed around.As the ball is passed around the circle, explain that each time the
ball is caught, the person who catches it should say one thing they think refugees
might need in order to feel safe and protected. Encourage them to be creative and
thinkabout both practical needs (like shelter and food) and emotional needs (like a
sense of communityand belonging). After everyone has had a chance to catch the
ball and share their ideas, ask the participants to work together to come up with a
list of all the things that were mentioned.

Once the list is complete,have the participants continuepassing the ball aroundthe
circle,but this time they shouldsay onething they candoto help refugees feel more
welcome and included in their community.After everyone has hada chance to share
their ideas, encourage the group to brainstorm ways they can take action on these
ideas. For example, they could organize a fundraiser to donate to a refugee
organization,volunteer at a local refugee center, or write letters to their elected
representatives advocating for better policies for refugees.

This activity can be modifiedin various ways to suit the age and ability level of the
participants, such as using a larger ball that is easier to catch for individuals with
mobility limitations, or adapting the language used to be more appropriate for
younger children. The key is to create a fun and inclusive environment where
everyone feels comfortable participating and learning about the experiences of
refugees seeking protection.

Inter-SpacesI, Station 10
THE LAST ASCENT
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The Box of HumanRights

• A helmet, an army car

• Welcome sign of a country

• A pictureof refugees

Human right article

Every child has the right to protection from war and also child refugees have the
right to special protection and assistance.

Art. 38 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Can you imagine being in such a situation? W hat if you had nowhere to seek
protection?
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A short game
Have the participants stand in a circle and explain that you will be leading a game
of "musical chairs." Arrange chairs (or pieces of cardboard to sit on) in a circle facing
outward, with one less chair than the number of participants. As the music plays,
have the participants walk or dance around the circle of chairs. W hen the music
stops, everyone must quickly find a chair to sit on. The person who doesn't find a
chair is out,and one chair is removed fromthe circle.Continueplaying until there is
only one person left standing,who is the winner.

After the game, have a group discussion about the importance of rest, leisure, and
play, and how it contributes to a child's well-being and development. Ask the
participants to share their favorite leisure activities or hobbies,and why they enjoy
them. As a group, come up with a list of fun and accessible leisure activities that
everyone can participate in, regardless of their abilities or limitations. Encourage
everyone to try something new and to make time for rest, leisure, and play in their
daily lives.

Human right article

Every child has the right to rest, leisure, play, age-appropriateactive recreation and
free participation in cultural and artistic life. Art. 31 of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child

W hat do you like to do to rest? W hat if you could not do that?

The Box of HumanRights

• Children toys

• A bed

• Vacation

Inter-SpacesI, Station 11
WHERE THECAMP BEGINS AND
ENDS
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A short activity
Have the participantssit in a circleand pass arounda small object (such as a ball or
stuffed animal) while sharing one thing they learned or appreciated from the
activity.

After everyone has had a chance to share, ask the group to work together to come
up with a groupstatement or pledge about what they can do to promotethe rights
and well-being of children,refugees,orany other relevant topic that was covered in
the activity. Encourage everyone to contribute their ideas and thoughts.

Write the group statement or pledge on a piece of paper or poster board and have
everyone sign it or add their fingerprint to it as a symbol of their commitment.Close
the activity by thanking everyone for their participation and encouraging them to
continue learning and advocating for the rights and well-being of others.

Lookaroundyourselves – what do you see? W here are you standing? Describe your
feelings about this place. Regardless of the Memorial.

Text fromthe writing workshop

Try to speak about humanrights inany way inconnectionto this place, any idea you
get…Try to discuss that with others.

Conclusion

Each of the participants should list at least one thing they remember fromthe way
starting at the Mauthausen railway station and ending here. W hat were the most
interesting points? W hat did they learn? And how will they perceive humanrights
now?

Inter-SpacesI, Station 12
THEMAUTHAUSEN
CONCENTRATIONCAMP MEMORIAL
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Audioguide (n. 1)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer the question:
W hat did this place serve for?

A short story

Eva went to a birthday party to her friendʼshouse.The party was great, everyone
was having a goodtime. In one cornerof the living room,where the party was held,
there was a small table with a vase on top and Eva was standing right next to the
table. Nearby that there was an opened window. The wind outside started to get
really strong,because there was a stormcoming,and as the wind blew so strongly,
the vase fell down and got crashed.Everyone turned to Eva and made her guilty of
that. Even thoughit was not her fault, everyone started to blame Eva and forcedher
to pay for the brokenvase.

The Box of HumanRights
• A lawbook

• A judgeʼsgavel

• A pictureof a courthall

Human right article

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent
and impartial tribunal, in the determinationof their rights and obligations and ofany
criminal charge against them.Art. 10: Entitlement to a fair trial

W hat does the presumption of innocence mean? How do you know someone is
guilty of something? For what does the court serve? How would you defend
yourself from someone makingyou guilty of something?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 1
THE MAUTHAUSEN /GUSEN
CONCENTRATIONCAMP SYSTEM
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A short game
Have the participantssit in a circleand explain that youwill be leading a gameof "I
Spy." Choose a small object in the room (such as a pencil or book) and announce
that you are goingto spy somethingthat is [colour or shape of the object]. After the
object is identified,explain that everyone will have a turn to spy something in the
room,but this time they must choose something that is not part of someone else's
personal space. Personal space can be defined as anything within arm's reach of
another person,or anything that belongs to another person.As each persontakes a
turn to spy something,the otherparticipants canask questions to clarify whether or
not it is in someone's personal space. If the object is within someone's personal
space, the personwho spied it must choose somethingelse. Continueplaying until
everyone has had a chance to spy on something that is not in someone else's
personal space.

After the game, have a group discussion about the importance of respecting other
people's privacy and personal boundaries, and why it is important to have control
over our own personal informationand space.

The Box of HumanRights

• A house

• A letterbox (mailbox)

• A smartphone

Human right article

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his or her privacy, family,
home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his or her honour and reputation.
Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or
attacks. Art. 12: Sphere of freedomof the individual

W hat does your privacy mean to you?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 2
PRODUCTION AND EXTERMINATION
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A short story

One day, Maya met a group of people who were talking about their beliefs and
sharing stories about their faith. Maya listened intently, fascinated by the different
ideas and perspectives. She asked lots of questions and shared her own thoughts,
always respectful and curious.

But some of the people in the groupdidn't like Maya's questions.They told her that
her ideas were wrong and that she needed to believe what they believed. Maya
didn't understandwhy they were so upset.She thoughtthat everyone had the right
to believe what they wanted and to ask questions.

She realized that she had the right to thinkfor herself and to believe what felt true
to her,without fear of discriminationor punishment.She also learned that this right
applied to everyone, no matter their age or background.

The Box of HumanRights

• Religious symbols

• Religious books

• Esoteric equipment

Human right article

Ayawrites: For me,humanrights guarantee that we can all live the way we want.
I hope that human rights will result in us treating religions with greater respect. I
believe that humanrights will lead to less racism.

Art. 14 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child
States Parties shall respect the rightof the child to freedomof thought,conscience
and religion.

Inter-SpacesII, Station 3
THE CAMP AND ITS BORDERS
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Audioguide (n. 4)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer these questions:
How did the prisonersdescribe the place? How often do you thinkprisonersman-
aged to escape like Esther Feinkoch?

Human right article

Everyone, as a member of society,has the right to social security and is entitled to
realization, through national effort and international cooperation and in accordance
with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and
cultural rights indispensable for his or her dignity and the free development of his
or her personality.

Art. 12: Right to socialsecurity

Do you know what social security means? In groups, try to put together all the
things your country does to provide social security.

Inter-SpacesII, Station 4
FEMALE PRISONERS ATTHE
MAUTHAUSEN CONCENTRATION
CAMP
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Text fromthe writing workshop

Think of very basic things you do every day freely – what could you not do if there
were no humanrights?

Audioguide (n. 5)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer this question:
How did the locals perceive the place and the situation?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 5
LIFE IN THE SHADOW OF THE
CONCENTRATIONCAMPS
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A short game
Divide the participants into groupsof three to five individuals each. Ask each group
to choose a topic or theme they are passionate about. Examples could include
sports, art, music,books,animals, etc.

Provide each groupwith a set of craft materials, such as paper,pens, glue, scissors,
and encourage them to create a poster that promotes their chosen topic or theme.
The posters can include pictures, slogans or messages that express their beliefs
and ideas.

After the posters are finished, have each group present their work to the other
participants. Each group member can share their ideas and thoughts about the
topic,while the others listen respectfully.

Once all the groups have presented, talk about how working together can help us
achieve our goals and makea difference in the world.

The Box of HumanRights

• Picture of groupof friends

• Picture of meeting

• A family gathering picture

Human right article

Children can form or join groups or organizations or assemble peacefully with
others provided no one is harmed.

Art. 15 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

W hat would it mean for you if you could not be in a groupof friends peacefully?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 6
MAUTHAUSEN/GUSEN AND THE
NETWORK
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A short story

Lily met a boy named Jack. Jack was new to the village and was very shy. Lily tried
to befriend him,but he seemed afraid and distant. She soon learned that Jack had
experienced violence in his previous homeand was afraid it mighthappen again.

Lily was saddened by Jack's story and wanted to help him. She knew that she
wanted to ensure that Jack was safe and happy in their village. Lily talked to her
parents and the other adults in the village about Jack's situation. They all agreed
that they needed to act quickly to protect Jack from any harm. They contacted the
local authorities and arranged for Jack to receive counselling and support to help
himheal from his past experiences.

Lily and the other children in the village also did their part to make Jack feel
welcome and safe. They invited himto play games and participate in activities with
them,always makingsure that he felt includedand valued. Over time,Jack began to
open up and makenew friends.He grew happier and moreconfident,knowing that
he was in a safe and supportive community.

Human right article
Every child has the right to be protected against all forms of violence. In Austria,
violence against children has been prohibitedby law since 1989.

Art. 19 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

W hy do you think it's crucial tohave specific rights for children to protect them from
violence, rather than relying solely on general laws that apply to everyone? W hat
forms of violence against children exist?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 7
UNDER FIRE: THE CONCENTRATION
CAMPS AND THE UNDERGROUND
RELOCATION
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Text fromthe writing workshop

W hat would you like to become? Do you have the right for that? Name professions
that were illegal beforeand are legal now…

Audioguide (n. 8)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer the question:
How did the industry develop duringthe mentioned times?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 8
THE QUARRIES OF THE GUSEN
CONCENTRATION CAMP
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A short story

Rose was a kind and compassionate soul who loved nothing more than helping
others in need. She lived in a small village surrounded by beautiful forests and
sparkling lakes. One day, a group of travelers arrived in Rose's village. They were
refugees from a neighboringkingdom,seeking shelter and a new home.Rose was
fascinated by their stories and wanted to help them finda place to stay.

However, the refugees faced a problem. They didn't have citizenship in Rose's
kingdom,and therefore, they couldn't stay there permanently. They were worried
about what would happen to them if they were forced to leave. Rose decided to
help the refugees in whatever way she could.She talked to the village elders and
convincedthem to allow the refugees to stay in the village and make it their home.
The elders were hesitant at first, but they saw the kindness and compassion in
Rose's heart and agreed to her request.

Rose took it uponherself to teach the refugees about the customsand traditions of
her kingdom. She helped them learn the language and find jobs so they could
contribute to the village's growth and development. As time passed, the refugees
became valued members of the community. They brought new skills and
perspectives to the village, and everyone grew to love andappreciate them.

The Box of HumanRights
• Flags of different countries

Inter-SpacesII, Station 9
THE SPIELBERG PRISONER
COMMANDO
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Human right article

1. Everyone has the right to nationality.

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his or her nationality nor denied the right
to change his or her nationality.

Art. 15: Right to citizenship

W hat does your citizenshipmean to you?
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A short story

Maria lives ina city with beautiful buildings,restaurants,and a bigsquare.She used
to love the look of the square, because in the centre, large yellow benches were
decoratingthe place. One day the mayororderedto removethe yellow benchesand
replace themwith small black ones.Maria was upset about that anddidnot like the
new look at all, but once somebody asked her if she likes the new black ones, she
had to lie and say, that she adores them. If she would not say so and told her real
opinion,she would be imprisoned.

The Box of HumanRights

• A diary,newspaper, magazine

• A caricature

• Cards to choose your favourite color

• TV, PC

Human right article

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart
informationand ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Art. 19: Freedom of expressionand information

How do you treat people with different opinions? Is having your own opinion
important? W here can you get truthful information? (W hich unpopular opiniondo
you have?) – this question needs to be moderatedbased on the atmosphere,group
of people, level of education of the visitors etc.

DAILYNEWS

NEWS

NEWS

Inter-SpacesII, Station 10
THE FORCED LABOUR OF THE
PRISONERS
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Audioguide (n. 11)

Read the name of the station – accordingto what you have heard so far and based
on knowledge, how could a concentrationcamp be an employer?

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer the question:

W homdid they employ and how did it differ fromthe prisoners?

Text fromthe writing workshop

How would you imagine the working atmosphere alongside the prisoners?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 11
THE CONCENTRATIONCAMP AS AN
EMPLOYER
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A short story

After years of hard work, John finally graduated from law school and became a
lawyer. He was filled with excitementand determinationas hebegan his career.He
worked tirelessly, taking on cases for those who had been denied their rights, and
fighting for justice for everyone. One day, John received a case that was unlike any
other. It was the case of a man who had been wrongly accused of a crimehe didn't
commit.The man was being treated unfairly by the justice system.

John was determined to help the man and prove his innocence.He poured over the
evidence, talked to witnesses, and made a strong case for the man's innocence.As
the trial approached, John felt nervous but also excited.He knew that this was his
chance to prove the manʼsinnocence.The trial was intense, with both sides making
strong arguments. John fought tirelessly for the man's rights, and in the end, the
jury agreed that he was innocent.

Human right article

Everyone has the right to recognitioneverywhere as a personbefore the law.

Art. 6: Recognitionas a legal entity

W hat if you were treated differently fromotherpeople before the law? How would
you feel?

Audioguide (n. 12)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer the question:
Can you describe the conditions such a numberof prisoners lived in?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 12
THE GUSEN I AND GUSEN II CAMPS
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Audioguide (n. 13)

Listen to the audiogiudeand try to answer these questions:
W hat did this place serve for? W hat feelings and thoughtsdo you have while
standing here?
W hat was the historyof this place after 1945?

Text fromthe writing workshop

Can you thinkof any way how to spread awareness about humanrights?

Inter-SpacesII, Station 13
REMEMBERING THE GUSEN
CONCENTRATION CAMP
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A short story

One day,while playing in the park with her friends,Lily noticed somethingstrange.
She saw a man who looked like he was following her and her friends. She felt
scared and didn't know what to do. She tried to tell her friends, but they didn't
believe her.

Lily went homeand told herparents about the man.Her parents listened toher but
didn't take her seriously. They thought that Lily was just imaginingthings and told
her not to worry. Days passed, and Lily continuedto see the man following her and
her friends. She felt scared and didn't know who to turn to. She tried to talk to her
parents again,but they still didn't believe her.

One day, Lily decided to take matters into her own hands. She went to the police
station and told them about the man who was following her and her friends. The
police listened to her and investigated the situation. It turned out that the man had
been following Lily and her friends,and he was arrested forhis actions.Lily's brav-
ery and willingness to speak up helped prevent something terrible fromhappening.

Lily's parents were shocked and realized that they should have listened to their
daughter.They apologized to her and promisedto always listen to her in the future.
They learned that children have valuable insights and observations, and parents
should listen to them and take them seriously.

Human right article

Children have the right to freely express their opinions on matters that concern
them.Adults should listen to children and take them seriously.

Art. 12 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Have you ever experienced your opinionnot being taken seriously?

The Austrian
„KINDERFREUNDE“ ORGANIZATION
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Human right article

The education of children should help them to fully develop their personalities,
talents and abilities. Education should help them to know their own rights and to
respect other peopleʻs cultures and differences.Education should help everyone to
live in peace and protect the environment.

Art. 29 of the Conventionon the Rights of the Child

How important is education? Can education improve the state of humanrights?

The Kinderfreunde organization

In the year 1908, working-class parents started to work together, to help them-
selves and their children for a better life. In the 1920s and 1930s the organization
grew. The newly adapted goal was then, to bringup childrenand adolescents who
can feel and act with core values like solidarity, justice,equality and freedom.

Does this organizationstill exist? W hat are their activities?
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At the end of the path, the visitors should do a conclusionto sumit all up.They may
have different thoughts, ideas, and imaginations about human rights, so it needs to
be settled.

1. The conclusion can start with basic questions: W hat do you remember? W hat
was the most interesting? W hat does this information bring to your life? W ill you
treat people differently?

2. And then continue with: Have you ever met with human rights being broken?
W hose responsibility is to make sure human rights are not violated? Is there a
human law you are missing/you would add?

3.And finally – makeeveryone speakabout the station that was the most important
for them and why.

4. Everyone will receive a postcard – the postcard serves to spread awareness of
humanrights even more (needs to be explained to the visitors) – so they can send it
to their friends, relatives and other people and ask them to answer the question on
the postcard.

The final
CONCLUSION
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